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Introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject. This content 

typically includes step-by-step instructions on how to get started with this aspect of 

inbound marketing and learn its fundamentals. After reading it, you will be able to 

execute basic marketing tactics related to the topic.

INTRODUCTORY

IS THIS EBOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description to determine if 

your level matches the content you are about to read.

Intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the subject but have 

only basic experience in executing strategies and tactics on the topic. This content 

typically covers the fundamentals and moves on to reveal more complex functions 

and examples. To read our intermediate-level ebook, The Future of Social Media 

Lead Management, click here. 

INTERMEDIATE

Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts on the subject. 

In it, we walk you through advanced features of this aspect of inbound marketing 

and help you develop complete mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel 

ready not only to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to be 

successful. 

ADVANCED

THIS RESOURCE
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The way we use Twitter is broken. social media was always meant 

to be a personal medium. it was meant to give companies a way to 

connect with and respond to individuals — a touch point to further the 

relationship. but somewhere along the lines, Twitter fell off track.

The feed got flooded. Responses canned. Publishing content dominated 

true conversations. since the debut of this social platform, there have 

been over 163 billion tweets published.

somehow, Twitter became more about broadcasting and mindless 

monitoring than actual human interactions. But it’s time to make Twitter 

personal again. It’s time to make Twitter an effective tool by spreading 

its use beyond the doors of marketing and inviting sales and customer 

support teams to take full advantage of it. 

This quick guide will dive into some of the key challenges 

representatives from our marketing, sales, and customer support team 

face — along with actual solutions that Twitter can provide.

While you can find various ways of approaching these solutions, ours 

will be presented in the context of our own social media monitoring tricks 

and tools.

If you’re ready to make Twitter a real, engaging, and effective tool for the 

various departments at your business, read on.

Introduction: Twitter is Broken.
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HOW TWITTER 
CAN SOLVE 
CHALLENGES FOR 
MARKETING

CHAPTER 1

By Brittany Leaning, Social Media Marketer

BY BRITTANY LEANING
@BLEANING

Brittany is HubSpot’s Social Media Manager. 

she is responsible for strategizing, creating, 

managing, measuring, and scaling social media 

efforts across HubSpot’s various accounts in 

order to generate leads and grow reach.
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i have a complicated love-hate relationship with Twitter. While as a 

marketer i love the opportunity to widely share and spread a message, 

it’s difficult to engage. Problem is, Twitter generates 200mm tweets 

and 1.6b search queries per day. That volume of noise produced is 

overwhelming, daunting, and hides the valuable information we as 

marketers should catch.

here are the two main challenges i face as a social media marketing 

manager, and how i solve for them.

Twitter for Marketing

marketing
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Challenge 1: Not Having Enough Time

As mentioned, there’s endless amounts of clutter and noise on Twitter. 

And as your following grows, you see more and more of that clutter. i 

need to respond to actual concerns that people have with our product 

or service. i need to reward and thank those who are sharing wonderful 

tweets. but all the retweets and side chatter gets in the way. 

Solution: Use Time Wisely with Search

Twitter Advanced searches can help me discover what’s important. By 

searching Twitter for certain keywords, i can catch people who have 

tweeted “help” and “HubSpot” in the same tweet. Keyword-specific 

searches can help me easily identify and prioritize to whom i should be 

responding. For hubspot customers, social inbox allows you to do this 

seamlessly.
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Challenge 2: Dissecting Who to Interact With

Whether you’re a small business owner who can only allocate an hour 

a week to monitoring Twitter or a large business manager receiving a 

massive volume of tweets each day, it’s difficult to gauge how to respond 

to the different people on Twitter. if an evangelist of my brand is sharing 

our content, I want to favorite their tweets. But if a marketing qualified 

lead is mentioning my brand, i want to ensure i am responding and 

engaging in a conversation. It’s my job as a marketer to help ensure I’m 

maintaining communication with qualified leads to help move them down 

the funnel. 

Solution: Use Context in Your Conversations

There is a strong need for context on Twitter. When i see a tweet 

mentioning @hubspot, hubspot, inbound marketing, or the like, i 

need to know who the person behind the tweet is so i can respond 

in a way that’s appropriate. You can do this by cross-referencing a 

name on Twitter with your contacts database or customer relationship 

management (crm) software to get context on who the person is to your 

business. The hubspot social tools allow me to build a Twitter feed of all 

our marketing qualified leads, evangelists, customers, and so on. This 

provides me with the context i need to use my Twitter time effectively. 
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How I Use Context While Monitoring

forward tweet via email to 
salesforce owner

use description, website, and 
contact info for more context

examine whether user is lead, 
opportunitY, or customer for context
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HOW TWITTER 
CAN SOLVE 
CHALLENGES  
FOR SALES

CHAPTER 2

By Danielle Herzberg, Senior Sales Manager

BY DANIELLE HERZBERG 
@DANNIEHERZ

danielle is a sales manager at hubspot where 

she is responsible for managing a team of 

channel sales reps who work with HubSpot’s 

partner network. in 2011, she was recognized as 

the sales person of the year at hubspot. 
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i never believed in Twitter as a sales tool. but what i noticed as soon 

as i started using it was how it subtly made my relationships that much 

stronger. my conversations with prospects on Twitter reinforced our 

commonality about business topics we both cared about, which then 

translated into powerful phone conversations. And there’s data to prove 

this tactic works: 73% of u.s. online consumers trust information and 

advice from Twitter.

Keep in mind, I’m not the most social media geeked-out person, I simply 

started using Twitter out of necessity. over time it became an incredibly 

powerful sales tool, and i found myself checking it 10 times a day.

here are three sales challenges my sales reps and i constantly face — 

and how Twitter helps solve them.

Twitter for Sales

sales
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Challenge 1: Putting Your Agenda Aside

When you’re on the phone with prospects or leads, they’re eager to hear 

your pitch. but we need to resist that. sales reps often get comfortable 

with their winning pitch and want to use that on every prospect, rather 

than adapt to the unique interests and challenges of that prospect. 

Solution: Use Twitter to Inform Sales Process

By using social tools like Twitter, you get an idea of what’s actually 

important to the prospect. by showing them subtle support through a 

retweet, or engaging them in conversation that has nothing to do with 

your agenda, you end showing them that you have their interests, 

challenges, and needs in mind, as opposed to your own. This provides 

a greater window of opportunity for you to adjust the actual phone pitch 

to your liking since you’ve already opened the relationship personally on 

Twitter, or by using information you’ve learned about that contact from 

Twitter.

Challenge 2: Staying in Touch with Converted Customers

It’s important for a sales rep to continue communication even after 

customer conversion. Our customers should be just as valuable to our 

sales reps as our prospects. It’s difficult to work prospects and stay in 

touch with customers.
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Solution: Use Twitter to Maintain Communication

While a conversation on Twitter is not as powerful as a conversation 

on the phone, 140 characters is all you need to continue to show your 

support and care for a customer’s success. For example, at HubSpot, 

i use our social tools to create a filter where I can see every time 

one of my converted customers has mentioned “landing pages” or 

“inbound marketing.” it delights me to see them using our software, and 

enables me to stay in touch with them. This also helps in future sales 

conversations because my prospects see my continued support even 

after a deal closes. Here’s an example:
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Challenge 3: Being the First to Respond

often times, leads assigned to me or my sales reps are tweeting about 

a specific challenge or interest they currently have. Sometimes, these 

are posted in the context of comparing hubspot to competitors or simply 

about our software in general. Regardless of what industry you’re in, if a 

question is asked about how you compare to a competitor, that’s a huge 

opportunity to gain the advantage of being the first one to respond. 

Solution: Set Up Filters & Alerts

When monitoring Twitter, set up a process for getting alerts every time 

one of your sales leads is talking about you or a competitor. While you 

could hack your way into this through google Alerts, a better approach 

is to focus on more real-time and human engagement. For instance, 

using real-time alerts can help you be the first one to respond in any 

conversation. (hubspot customers, simply setup a list that sends you an 

email alert anytime one of your leads mentions you or a competitor on 

Twitter).

not only does responding provide a competitive advantage by being the 

first to engage in the conversation, it also reinforces class and integrity 

by responding tactfully — perhaps even using the opportunity to ask 

followup questions about where the prospect’s challenges or needs. That 

way you understand where their challenges lie before you simply try to 

state an answer, or better yet, you can refer them to a past client who 

had similar challenges that you helped solve. 
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a contacts list of 
mY prospects

keYwords i want 
in tweets emailed 
to me

email address i 
want it sent to

How I Set Up 
alerts for Sales
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HOW TWITTER 
CAN SOLVE 
CHALLENGES  
FOR SUPPORT

CHAPTER 3

By Nick Salvatoriello, Senior Marketing Consultant

BY NICK SALVATORIELLO 
@NICKSALINBOUND

nick salvatoriello — or nick “sal — is a senior 

inbound marketing consultant at hubspot. nicks 

teaches and consults hubspot customers on 

how to adopt inbound marketing for ultimate 

business success.
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When customers want to make their voice heard, they often tweet. After 

that tweet is sent, the customer may consider that his/her concern has 

now been heard. But that tweet was sent to the official @brand handle, 

not to the customer service team. in fact, 56% of customer tweets to 

companies are being ignored. We’re not listening, and that’s a problem.

Ideally, as customer service reps, we’d like to know about customer 

concerns before they get upset. by monitoring customer interactions on 

Twitter, you can spot people trying to figure out how to use your product 

or service.

There is one main challenge i frequently encounter with customer 

communication. Let’s dive deeper into that and how to effectively solve it. 

Twitter for Customer Support

customer support
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Challenge: Customers Don’t Know Who to Turn to

Whenever customers have an issue with a product or service, they don’t 

actually know which Twitter handle to contact. They end up tweeting 

directly at the main brand handle, and oftentimes the social media 

marketing manager of that account isn’t equipped to answer product or 

service-specific questions. 

Solution: Create an Easy-to-Monitor Hashtag

start a program of communicating and teaching customers a 

hashtag on twitter. by having one consistent hashtag, customers 

know that a brand’s entire community of customers has one place to 

communicate. The result is a hashtag that the customer service team 

can monitor on Twitter in order to respond to only the tweets that 

matter. 

At hubspot, we use #hubspotting, and we make that hashtag loud 

and clear to our customers in our phone consulting, in our messaging 

on webinars, and so on. For hubspot users, our social media 

monitoring tools allow you to easily create filters on Twitter for specific 

keywords and then have mentions of those keywords sent to you via 

email. That helps me stay in touch with my customers.
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How I Use Hashtags for Customer Support

hashtag i monitor to 
communicate with customers

respond to customers using 
hashtag to alert them of it
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it’s time to stop saying Twitter is an engagement tool and actually make 

it one. After learning how to use Twitter for marketing, sales, or customer 

support, let’s work together to change Twitter from a world of publishing 

nonstop content to a world of organic engagement. We can do this by 

focusing on two key things: context and efficiency.

Context provides you insight into who you’re interacting with, allowing 

you to give the right response to the right person at the right time

Efficiency forces you to use your time wisely. Having specific filters, 

searches, and alerts setup can help streamline your monitoring time 

to read the tweets most relevant to your role.

If you’re interested in hearing more about how Brittany, Danielle, and 

Nick use social media for their jobs, check out this video:

Conclusion: Context & Efficiency 
Makes Twitter Powerful for all.
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HubSpot’s latest social media tools, titled Social Inbox, gives you the context you 

need to elevate the conversations that matter most to your business. With social 
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